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Mother of Political Prisoner Matthew Hale, Evelyn Hutcheson, Asks for President Trump to Meet with Her to Learn the Truth About His Situation and Commute His Sentence

Contact:     evelynhutcheson1938@gmail.com
Website:    freematthale.org


June 27, 2018

As the Deep State quakes in response to President Donald J. Trump’s efforts to reform the nation’s criminal justice and penal systems, the President has already moved to relieve Americans who have been unjustly prosecuted or received excessive sentences for their crimes. While politically powerful figures like the Clintons and popular minority notables bask in the protection of the justice system despite serious criminal acts, ordinary Americans find themselves prosecuted and persecuted often for being out of step with our present left-wing culture.

To date, the President has pardoned Dinesh D’Souza whose “crime” was more a matter of ignorance than intentional criminality and is also considering pardoning Martha Stewart and commuting the sentence of Illinois Democrat Rob Blagojevich, whose conviction on “corruption” charges sent him to prison. While the President will not pardon Blagojevich, he called his sentence "unfair", saying that the man's statements about enriching himself were "stupid", but also the sort of thing "that many other politicians say." Trump also believes that Stewart’s sentence was “unfair.”

If the President is willing to pardon and/or release those who were actually guilty of an offense, then certainly it is hoped that he will pardon or commute the sentence of a man who is innocent of any wrongdoing. It will be recalled that Matthew Hale was convicted in 2005 on the charge of having solicited the murder of a federal judge—a judge who, by the way, had found in Hale’s favor in an action in her court. The person he allegedly "solicited" for this act just “happened” to be a highly paid agent-provocateur employed by the FBI. It is hoped that President Trump who had the same sort of individuals skulking about in his campaign and perhaps even in his transition will be particularly interested in a man who has been sentenced to forty years for a crime that existed only in the minds of the same FBI that sent such “agents” into the President’s campaign. Just as there is no evidence of “Russian collusion on the part of President Trump or any of his people, there is no evidence whatsoever that Matthew Hale solicited anything from this FBI agent-provocateur as proved by the unexpurgated transcript of Hale’s trial [link: freematthale.org]. In other words, unlike those whom President Trump has already aided thus far, Matthew Hale is innocent of any crime and his release will be an indication that once again true justice is part of making America Great Again.

And so, Matthew Hale is currently seeking, through the offices of President Donald J. Trump, a man who is alive to the plight of the persecuted, the commutation of his draconian forty year sentence of which he has already served fifteen years in solitary confinement. In assistance of his efforts, hundreds of signatures have been and are being gathered asking for his release while letters from friends and family have been sent to the President, the Pardon Attorney and the Attorney General on his behalf.   
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